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Effective sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution
of impulsive delay differential equation
n¡
x9 t q p t x t y t s 0 .  .  . i i~
is1¢ qx t y x t s b x t .  . .k k k k
are obtained by investigating respectively the asymptotic behavior of the nonoscil-
latory solutions and oscillatory solutions of the equation. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The impulsive delay differential equations are adequate mathematical
models of numerous processes and phenomena studied in physics, biology,
engineering, etc. Despite the great possibilities for applications, the theory
of these equations is developing comparatively slowly due to significant
w xdifficulties of technical and theoretical character 2, 3 . The theory of
impulsive differential equations is considerably richer than the theory of
ordinary differential equations and makes a certain development in the
w xrecent years 7 . The theory of delay differential equations is also compara-
w xtively well developed 4, 5 .
The objective of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic properties of
solutions of the first order linear impulsive delay differential equations. As
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an application the conditions for asymptotic stability of the zero solution
are obtained.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the impulsive delay differential equation
n
x9 t q p t x t y t s 0, t / t 1 .  .  .  . i i k
is1
x tq y x t s b x t , k s 1, 2, . . . , 2 .  .  . .k k k k
w . .where p g C 0, ` , R , i s 1, 2, . . . , n; 0 F t - t - ??? - t , 0 - t -i 1 2 n 1
t - ??? - t - ??? , lim t s `, and b , k s 1, 2, . . . are constants. By2 k k ª` k k
w xdeveloping the method in 5 , we obtain sufficient conditions for nonoscil-
 .  .latory solutions and oscillatory solutions of 1 and 2 tending to zero as
t ª `.
w xLet PC denote the set of functions f : s y t , s ª R which iss n
w x  4continuous in the set s y t , s _ t : k s 1, 2, . . . and at the points tn k k
 xsituated in the interval s y t , s may have discontinuities of the firstn
kind and is continuous from left. For any s G 0, f g PC , a function x iss
 .  .said to be a solution of 1 and 2 satisfying the initial value condition
w xx t s f t , t g s y t , s 3 .  .  .n
w . w .  .on the interval s , a , if x: s y t , a ª R satisfies 3 andn
 .  .  .a for t g s , a , t / t , t / t q t , x t is continuously differen-k k i
 .tiable and satisfies 1 ;
 . w .  q.  y.  y.  .  .b for t g s , a , x t , x t exist, x t s x t and satisfies 2 ;k k k k k
 .  .  .  q.c for t g s , a , t / t , t s t q t , x t is continuous and x9 t ,k k i
 y.x9 t exist.
 .  .LEMMA 1. For any s G 0 and f g PC the initial ¨alue problem 1 , 2 ,s
 .  . w .and 3 has exactly one solution x t on the inter¨ al s , ` and
x t s y t q b x t u t , 4 .  .  .  .  . k k k
sFt -tk
w .  .where y g C s , ` and u g C t , ` , k s 1, 2, . . . are respecti¨ ely thek k
solutions of the initial ¨alue problems
n
y9 t q p t y t y t s 0, t ) s , 5 .  .  .  . i i
is1
w xy t s f t , t g s y t , s . 6 .  .  .n
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and
n
Xu t q p t u t y t s 0, t ) t , 7 .  .  .  .k i k i k
is0
w x qu t s 0, t g t y t , t , u t s 1, 8 .  . .k k n k k k
k s 1, 2, . . . .
 4 w xProof. Let l s min k : t G s . Then for t g s , t the initial valuek l
 .  .  .  .problem 1 , 2 , and 3 coincides with the initial value problem 5 and
 .  .  .6 , hence x t s y t .
 x  .  .  .  .If t g t , t , denote z t s x t y y t , then z t satisfiesl lq1
n¡
z9 t q p t z t y t s 0, t g t , t , .  .  .  i i l lq1
is1~
w xz t s 0, t g t y t , t , . l n l
q¢z t s b x t , . .l l l
 .  .  .  .  xso z t s b x t u t and the formula 4 holds for t g t , t .l l l l lq1
 x  .  .  .  .  .  .If t g t , t , denote z t s x t y y t y b x t u t then z t sat-lq1 lq2 l l l
isfies
n¡ xz9 t q p t z t y t s 0, t g t , t .  .  .  i i lq1 lq2
is1~
w xz t s 0, t g t y t , t . lq1 n lq1
q¢z t s b x t , . .lq1 lq1 lq1
 .  .  .  .  xso z t s b x t u t and the formula 4 holds for t g t , t .lq1 lq1 lq1 lq1 lq2
The rest can be deduced by analogy and the proof of Lemma 1 is
complete.
 .  .DEFINITION 1. A solution of 1 and 2 is called oscillatory if it is
neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. Otherwise, it is called
nonoscillatory.
 .  .  .Remark 1. From Definition 1, a solution x t of 1 and 2 is oscilla-
tory if and only if it satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
 .  .a x t has arbitrarily large zeros, that is, for any sufficiently large
 .T ) 0, there exists t* G T , such that x t* s 0;
 .b For any sufficiently large integer K, there exists an integer k G K,
 q.  .such that x t x t - 0.k k
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 .Remark 2. If for some impulsive points t , x t s 0 or b s 0, thenk k k
 .  q.  .  .from 2 , x t s x t . Thus x t is continuous and differentiable at suchk k
points t .k
 .  .DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of 1 and 2 is said to be
 .  .a Stable, if for any e ) 0, s G 0, there exists a d s d e , s ) 0
5 5 <  . <  .such that f g PC and f - d imply x t - e for t G s , where x t ss
 .  .  .  .x t, s , f is the solution of initial value problem 1 , 2 , and 3 .
 .  .  .b Asymptotically stable, if it is stable and for any solution x t of 1
 .  .and 2 , lim x t s 0 holds.t ª`
3. MAIN RESULTS
Our first result provides sufficient conditions for the nonoscillatory
 .  .solutions of 1 and 2 to tend to zero as t ª `.
THEOREM 1. Assume that
`
qb - ` 9 . k
ks1
w xand there exist positi¨ e constants A, B, a , and r g 0, t such that then
following conditions are satisfied for sufficiently large t
< <p t F A , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , 10 .  .i
n
p t q t G B , 11 .  . i i
is1
and
tyt i yp s q t ds . H i i
tyrt -ri
tyr qq p s q t ds F a - 1, 12 .  . H i i
tyt it )ri
q  4 q 4   . 4 y .   . 4where b s max b , 0 , p s s max p s , 0 and p s s max yp s , 0 .k k i i i i
 .  .Then e¨ery nonoscillatory solution of 1 and 2 tends to zero as t ª `.
 .  .  .Proof. Choose a positive integer N such that 10 , 11 , and 12 are
` q  .satisfied for t G t and  b - 1 y a . Let x t be a nonoscillatoryN ksN k
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 .  .solution of 1 and 2 and, without loss of generality, suppose that
 .x t ) 0 for t G t . SetN
n
tyr
y t s x t y p s q t x s ds .  .  .  . H i i
tyt iis1
y bqx t , 13 .  . k k
t Ft -tN k
then for t / t , t / t q t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n; k s 1, 2, . . .k k i
n
y9 t s y p t y r q t x t y r . 14 .  .  .  . i i
is1
 q.  .  q.  .Notice that y t y y t s b y b x t F 0 for k s N, N q 1, . . . ,k k k k k
 .  .  . w .  .14 and 11 imply that y t is decreasing on t , ` . Set L s lin y t .N t ª`
 .We claim that L g R. Otherwise L s y`, then x t must be unbounded
 .  .by virtue of 10 and 13 . Hence it is possible to choose t* ) t q t suchN n
 .  .   . 4that y t* - 0 and x t* s max x t : t F t F t* . ThenN
0 G y t* .
t*yt i yG x t* y p s q t x s ds .  .  . H i i
t*yrt -ri
t*yr q qy p s q t x s ds y b x t .  .  . H i i k k
t*yt it )r t Ft -t*i N k
`
qG 1 y a y b x t* ) 0 . k /
ksN
 .which is a contradiction. So L s lim y t g R.t ª`
 .  .We are now ready to prove that lim x t s 0. In fact, from 11 andt ª`
 .14 we have
y9 t F yBx t y r , t G t , t / t , t / t q t . .  . N k k i
Integrating it from t to t we haveN
t t
B x s y r ds F y y9 s ds .  .H H
t tN N
q qs y t q y t y y t y y t .  . .  .N k k
t -t -tN k
F y tq y L, .N
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1w . .  .  .which implies that x g L t , ` , R . Further from 13 and 10 we knowN
 . `  .lim x t s L q  b x t g R and it must be zero. The proof oft ª` ksN k k
Theorem 1 is complete.
In Theorem 1, taking r s t or r s 0 we can obtain the following result.n
 .  .  .COROLLARY 1. Suppose that 9 , 10 , 11 and one of the conditions
ny1




t qp s q t ds F a - 1 . H i i
tyt iis1
 .  .hold. Then e¨ery nonoscillatory solution of 1 and 2 tends to zero as t ª `.
 .If the condition 11 is replaced by
n
p t q t G 0 15 .  . i i
is1
in Theorem 1, the conclusion wouldn't hold. For example, consider the
equation
x9 t q px t y t y px t y t s 0, t / t , 16 .  .  .  .1 2 k
x tq y x t s b x t , k s 1, 2, . . . , 17 .  .  . .k k k k
 .where p ) 0 is a constant, b G 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , and satisfied 9 . It isk
 .  .  .  .obvious that 10 , 15 , and 12 are satisfied, but from the formula 4
 .using mathematical induction it is easy to prove that the solution of 16
 .and 17 satisfying the initial value condition
w xx t s 1, t g yt , 0 . 2
 . w .satisfies x t G 1 for t g 0, ` .
 .  .  .If p t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, are nonnegative, the condition 10 and 11 cani
be weakened.
 .THEOREM 2. Assume that 9 and
p t G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n 18 .  .i
and
n`
p s q t ds s ` 19 .  .H i i
is1
 .  .hold, then e¨ery nonoscillatory solution of 1 and 2 tends to zero as t ª `.
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 .  .  .Proof. Let x t be a nonoscillatory solution of 1 and 2 , and without
 .loss of generality we assume that x t ) 0 for t ) 0. First we will prove
 .that a s lim inf x t s 0. Otherwise 0 - a F `. Sett ª`
ny1
tyt i qy t s x t q p s q t x s ds y b x t , .  .  .  .  . H i i k k
tytnis1 0-t -tk
then for t / t , t / t q t , k s 1, 2, . . . , i s 1, 2, . . . , n,k k i
n
y9 t s y p t q t y t x t y t . .  .  . i i n n
is1
 .Similar to Theorem 1 we can prove that a - ` and L s lim y t g R.t ª`
Then for sufficiently large t we have
na
y9 t F y p t y t q t , .  . i n i2 is1
hence
n` 2
p t y t q t F y t y L , .  .H i n i 0at0 is1
 .which contradicts 19 .
 .  xOn the other hand, since x t is nonincreasing in interval t , t fork kq1
sufficiently large k, so
lim x t s lim inf x t s 0. .  .k
kª` tª`
Further
lim sup x t s lim x tq s lim 1 q b x t s 0. .  .  . .k k k
kª` kª`tª`
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Our next result deals with the asymptotic behavior of oscillatory solu-
 .  .tions of 1 and 2 and it's special case improves the corresponding result
w xin 5 .
THEOREM 3. Assume that
n
< <b - ` 20 . k
is1
w xand there exist positi¨ e constants Q , Q and r g 0, t such that1 2 n
Q q Q - 1 21 .1 2
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and for sufficiently large t
n








tyt i < <sgn r y t p s q t ds F Q . 24 .  .  . H i i i 2
tyris1
 .  .Then e¨ery oscillatory solution of 1 and 2 tends to zero as t ª `.
 .  .  .Proof. Let x t be an oscillatory solution of 1 and 2 and m s
<  . <lim sup x t . First we will prove that m - `. Otherwise m s `. Chooset ª`
 .  .  .a positive integer N such that 22 , 23 , and 24 hold for t G t andN
` 1 y Q y Q1 2
< <b - , 25 . k 2ksN
< < < <sup x s s sup x s , for t G t q t . .  . N n
t qt FsFt t FsFtN n N
 .Define function y t by
n
tyr
y t s x t y p s q t x s ds y b x t , .  .  .  .  . H i i k k
tyt iis1 t Ft -tN k
 .then 14 holds and for t G t q tN n
n
tyt i< < < < < < < <y t G x t y sgn r y t p s q t x s ds y b x t .  .  .  .  .  . H i i i k k
tyris1 t Ft -tN k
`
< < < < < <G x t y Q q b sup x t , .  .2 k / t FsFtksN N
which implies
`
< < < < < <sup y s G 1 y Q y b sup x s . 26 .  .  .2 k /t qt FsFt t FsFtksNN n N
<  . <Hence lim sup y t s `.t ª`
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 .  q.  .Notice that x t is oscillatory and for k G N, x t x t sk k
 . 2 .  .1 q b x t G 0, we know that x t must have arbitrarily large zeroes.k k
 .  .So from 14 we see that y9 t oscillates and has also arbitrarily large
<  . <zeroes. Thus there exists j ) t q 2t such that y j sN n
<  . <  .  .  .  .sup y s and y9 j s 0. From 14 and 21 we know x j y rt qt F sF jN n
 .s 0 and integrating 14 from j y r to j we obtain
n
j
y j s y j y r y p s y r q t x s y r ds .  .  .  .H i i
jyr is1
n
jyryt is p s q t x s ds y b x t .  .  . H i i k k
jy2 ris1 t Ft -jyrN k
n
j




s y p s q t x s ds y b x t , .  .  . H i i k k
jyryt iis1 t Ft -jyrN k
which implies
`
< < < < < <y j F Q q b sup x s . 27 .  .  .1 k / t FsFjksN N
 .  .From 26 and 27 we have
`
< < < <1 y Q y Q y 2 b sup x s F 0 .1 2 k / t FsFjksN N
 .which contradicts 25 . Hence m - `.
Next we will prove that m s 0. Set
n
tyt iz t s x t q p s q t x s ds q b x t . 28 .  .  .  .  .  . H i i k k
tyris1 t Gtk
 .Clearly z t is bounded and for sufficiently large t
< < < < < <z t G x t y Q sup x s y b x t , .  .  .  .2 k k
tyt FsFt t Gtn k
thus
< <l s lim sup z t G 1 y Q m. 29 .  .  .2
tª`
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On the other hand, we see
n
z9 t s y p t y r q t x t y r , t / t , t / t q t , 30 .  .  .  . i i k k i
is1
 .so z9 t oscillates and has arbitrarily large zeros. Hence there exists a
 4 <  . <  .sequence j such that lim j s `, lim z j s l, and z9 j sm mª` m mª` m m
 .0, m s 1, 2, . . . . Similar to 27 we can obtain
< < < <z j F Q sup x s q b x t , .  .  .m 1 k k
j y2t FsFj t Gj yrm n m k m
 .which implies l F Q m and, in view of 29 ,1
1 y Q y Q m F 0. .1 2
This implies m s 0 and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
In Theorem 3, taking r s t , we can obtain the following result whichn
w ximproves the corresponding result in 5 .
 .  .COROLLARY 2. Assume that 9 and 20 hold and
n
t
< <lim sup p s q t ds - 1. 31 .  .H i i
tyttª` n is1
 .  .Then e¨ery oscillatory solution of 1 and 2 tends to zero as t ª `.
In the following we will establish the results about the stability of the
 .  .zero solution of 1 and 2 .
w xLet PC denote the set of functions c : yt , 0 ª R which has at mostn
finite discontinuity points of the first kind and is continuous from the left
5 5  <  . <at such points. For f g PC and c g PC, define f s sup f s : s gs
w x4 5 5  <  . < w x4s y t , s and c s sup c s : s g yt , 0 then PC and PC aren n s
 .Banach space. For any s G 0, t G s , denote a operator T t, s : PC ª PCs
by
T t , s f s s x t q s, s , f , .  .  .
 .  .  .where x t, s , f is the unique solution of initial value problems 1 , 2 ,
 .and 3 , then we have the following results.
 .LEMMA 2. For any s G 0 and t G s the operator T t, s : PC ª PC iss
a bounded linear operator.
 .Proof. Obviously T t, s is a linear operator and we will prove its
boundedness.
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 .Notice that the operator denoted by y t, s , ? is bounded where
 .  .  .  w x.y t, s , f is the solution of 5 and 6 see 6 , and there exists constant
 . 5  .5  .5 5M t, s such that y t q ?, s , f F M t, s f for any f g PC .0 0 s
w x  4  . If t g s , t where l s min k : t G s , then from 4 we know x t ql k
.  .s, s , f s y t q s, s , f . Hence
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T t , s f s x t q ?, s , f s y t q ?, s , f F M t , s f . .  .  .  .0
 xIf t g t , t , thenl lq1
y t q s, s , f , if s F t y t , . lx t q s, s , f s .  y t q s, s , f q b x t u t q s , if s ) t y t . .  .  .l l l l
Hence
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 < <T t , s f F y t q ?, s , f q b u t q ? x l .  .  .  .l l
5 5 < < 5 5 5 5F M t , s f q b u t q ? M t , s f .  .  .0 l l 0 l
5 5s M t , s f , .l
 .  . < <  .5  .5where M t, f s M t, s q b M t , s u t q ? .l 0 l 0 l l
 .Using mathematical induction we can prove that there exists M t, sk
such that
5 5 5 5T t , s f F M t , s f for t g t , t .  . k k kq1
 .which implies that the operator T t, s is bounded and the proof of
Lemma 2 is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 4. If all solutions of 1 and 2 are bounded, then the zero
 .  .solution of 1 and 2 is stable.
Proof. For any s G 0 and f g PC , we know from the boundedness ofs
 .the solutions that there exists a constant M s , f such that
< <sup x t , s , f F M s , f , .  .
tGs
which implies
5 5sup T t , s f F M s , f . .  .
tGs
 w x.Using the uniform boundedness principle see 1 we find that there exists
 .a constant M* s such that




< < 5 5sup x t , s , f F sup T t , s f .  .
tGs tGs
5 5 5 5 5 5F sup T t , s f F M* s f , .  .
tGs
 .  .which shows that the zero solution of 1 and 2 is stable and the proof of
Theorem 4 is complete.
Combining the results of Theorems 1]4 we have the following result.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 5. Assume that conditions 20 ] 24 and either 10 , 11 or
 .  .  .  .18 , 19 are satisfied. Then the zero solution of 1 and 2 is asymptotically
stable.
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